Confinement induced conformational changes in n-alkanes sequestered within a narrow carbon nanotube.
While alkanes in solution exhibit predominantly extended conformations, nanoscale confinement of these chains within protein binding sites and synthetic receptors can significantly alter the conformer distribution. As a simple model for the effect of confinement on the conformation, we report molecular simulations of n-alkanes absorbed from a bulk solvent into narrow carbon nanotubes. We observe that confinement of butane, hexane, and tetracosane induces a trans to gauche conformational redistribution. Moreover, confined hexane and tetracosane exhibit cooperative interactions between neighboring dihedral angles, which promote a helical gauche conformation for the portions of the chain within the nanotube. Hexane absorbed into the nanotube from water or benzene exhibits essentially the same conformation regardless of the bulk solvent. The PMF between the nanotube and hexane along the central nanotube axis finds that nanotube absorption is favorable from aqueous solution but neutral from benzene. The interaction between hexane and the nanotube in water is dominated by the direct interaction between the alkane and the nanotube and weakly opposed by indirect water-mediated forces. In benzene, however, the direct alkane/nanotube interaction is effectively balanced by the indirect benzene-mediated interaction. Our simulations in water stand in difference to standard interpretations of the hydrophobic effect, which posit that the attraction between non-polar species in water is driven by their mutual insolubility.